Materials containing a high proportion of grain boundaries offer significant potential for the development of radiation-resistent structural materials. However, a proper understanding of the connection between the radiation-induced microstructural behaviour of grain boundary and its impact at long natural time scales is still missing. In this letter, point defect absorption at interfaces is summarised by a jump Robin-type condition at a coarse-grained level, wherein the role of interface microstructure is effectively taken into account. Then a concise formula linking the sink strength of a polycrystalline aggregate with its grain size is introduced, and is well compared with experimental observation. Based on the derived model, a coarse-grained formulation incorporating the coupled evolution of grain boundaries and point defects is proposed, so as to underpin the study of long-time morphological evolution of grains induced by irradiation. Our simulation results suggest that the presence of point defect sources within a grain further accelerates its shrinking process, and radiation tends to trigger the extension of twin boundary sections. It is widely agreed that interfaces, such as grain boundaries (GBs), can act as sinks to crystalline point defects (PDs), i.e., interstitial atoms and vacancies [1] [2] [3] [4] . Thus enhancing the GB fraction in materials seems a promising way to develop materials serving in radiation environments, where point defects are prevalent [5, 6] . At present, the most tractable method for capturing the long-term impact of GB interaction with radiationinduced PDs on materials mechanical properties, is to examine the underlying mechanisms on a continuum scale, where PDs are measured by their concentration distributions. A conventional treatment assumes GBs to be perfect PD sinks, i.e., the PD concentration is maintained at a constant equilibrium value in the vicinity of a GB [6] . Nevertheless, this assumption contradicts many experimental observations and atomistic simulation results showing that interfaces are partial PD sinks [7] , and the sink efficiency is highly dependent on GB's microstructural details [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . A starting point to address this issue is to consider the PD sink efficiency of low-angle tilt grain boundaries (LATGBs), which can be envisaged as comprising single/multiple sets of edge dislocations [16] . Then the PD-LATGB interactions should be mediated by the climb motion of grain boundary dislocations (GBDs) [17, 18] . In this direction, a Robin-type boundary cona Accepted by P hysical Review Letters on May 4th, 2018 dition (BC) was recently proposed under a highly symmetric set-up [19] . From an engineering perspective, the overall PD sink strength of polycrystalline aggregates is more related to the design of radiation-tolerant structural materials [13] . All the aforementioned treatments of PD-GB interactions, however, can not be adopted to serve this goal, because they do not capture the fraction of PDs penetrating to neighbouring grains. In this letter, by summarising the underlying PD-GBD interaction mechanisms, we derive a jump Robin-type BC which formulates interfaces as partial sinks to PDs. Fueled by the proposed formulation, a concise formula linking the PD sink strength of polycrystals with grain size is derived. A model incorporating the coupled evolution of PDs and LATGBs is further introduced to underpin the investigation of the long-time radiation-induced behaviour of GBs.
It is widely agreed that interfaces, such as grain boundaries (GBs), can act as sinks to crystalline point defects (PDs), i.e., interstitial atoms and vacancies [1] [2] [3] [4] . Thus enhancing the GB fraction in materials seems a promising way to develop materials serving in radiation environments, where point defects are prevalent [5, 6] . At present, the most tractable method for capturing the long-term impact of GB interaction with radiationinduced PDs on materials mechanical properties, is to examine the underlying mechanisms on a continuum scale, where PDs are measured by their concentration distributions. A conventional treatment assumes GBs to be perfect PD sinks, i.e., the PD concentration is maintained at a constant equilibrium value in the vicinity of a GB [6] . Nevertheless, this assumption contradicts many experimental observations and atomistic simulation results showing that interfaces are partial PD sinks [7] , and the sink efficiency is highly dependent on GB's microstructural details [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . A starting point to address this issue is to consider the PD sink efficiency of low-angle tilt grain boundaries (LATGBs), which can be envisaged as comprising single/multiple sets of edge dislocations [16] . Then the PD-LATGB interactions should be mediated by the climb motion of grain boundary dislocations (GBDs) [17, 18] . In this direction, a Robin-type boundary cona Accepted by P hysical Review Letters on May 4th, 2018 dition (BC) was recently proposed under a highly symmetric set-up [19] . From an engineering perspective, the overall PD sink strength of polycrystalline aggregates is more related to the design of radiation-tolerant structural materials [13] . All the aforementioned treatments of PD-GB interactions, however, can not be adopted to serve this goal, because they do not capture the fraction of PDs penetrating to neighbouring grains. In this letter, by summarising the underlying PD-GBD interaction mechanisms, we derive a jump Robin-type BC which formulates interfaces as partial sinks to PDs. Fueled by the proposed formulation, a concise formula linking the PD sink strength of polycrystals with grain size is derived. A model incorporating the coupled evolution of PDs and LATGBs is further introduced to underpin the investigation of the long-time radiation-induced behaviour of GBs.
We consider a simplified two-dimensional polycrystalline configuration as shown in the leftmost panel of Fig. 1 . The PD distribution is measured by its (nondimensional) concentration fraction denoted by c(x, y, t). In grain interiors, it satisfies [6, 16] 
where "∇" denotes the spatial gradient (with respect to x and y); S measures the PD generation rate due to irradiation. The PD flux J appearing in Eq. (1) is given by [16] 
where D is the diffusion coefficient; p is the hydrostatic pressure related to the stress field σ by p = −tr(σ)/3; k B is the Boltzmann constant; T is the temperature; and ∆Ω denotes the PD relaxation volume. The first term in Eq. (2) is just from the first Fick's law, while the second term arises from the work done by the hydrostatic pressure as a PD is absorbed. In 2D, the crystalline mismatch between neighbouring grains is measured by a small misorientation angle θ. From a microstructural viewpoint, such a mismatch is accommodated by M sets of GBDs associated with Burgers vector
, respectively, and the PD-LATGB reaction can be envisaged as being carried out by the PD-GBD interactions. Here we assume that a GBD acts as a perfect sink of PDs, i.e., the PD concentration fraction within the core region of a GBD is maintained at the constant thermal equilibrium value c e [16, 20] .
The formulation above is established on a length scale short enough to resolve dislocation cores. However, when the long-time radiation-induced behaviour is concerned, a coarse-grained formulation is preferred, and the key question is how to effectively upscale the underlying physics. To better elucidate our coarse-graining strategy, we first consider a simple case of symmetric LATGBs (or twin boundaries), as shown in Fig. 1 . Three 
Our aim is to build models at the macroscopic level (characterised by l), where the LATGB is treated as a curve denoted by Γ as shown in the leftmost panel of Fig. 1 . When zoomed into a mesoscopic level (characterised by d), GBDs become observable as discrete point PD sinks. When further zoomed into the vicinity of an individual GBD (characterised by b), the PD flux should be predominantly driven by two factors: the concentration difference between the core region (c = c e ) and the intercore region of the GB, and the almost-singular hydrostatic pressure field caused by the GBD [21, 22] . Note that the aforementioned micro/mesoscale processes take place much faster than macroscopic PD evolution, because the underlying PD atoms only need to travel short distances (∼ b or ∼ d). Such a contrast in evolution speed enables formulating fine-scale dynamics as quasi-steady processes at the coarse-grained level [23, 24] . This idea is carried out more formally by using a three-scale asymptotic analysis (see supplemental material [25] for details), which mirrors that in the study of the shielding effect of the Faraday cages [26] , and the PD-LATGB interaction is found to be governed by a jump Robin-type BC at the macroscopic level:
with + − equals the derivative of c along n evaluated on the grain I side subtracted by that on the grain II side); h is a material parameter whose expression is given by Eq. (1.30) in the supplemental material [25] .
With reference to Eq. (2) and the fact that both c and p are continuous across the LATGB, the derivative jump in Eq. (3) quantifies the difference in PD flux across the LATGB, which further equals the PD number absorbed per second per area. Eq. (3) also suggests that the PD absorption rate should scale with the excess PD concentration fraction in GB vicinity. Hence the parameter ω 0 can be employed as a measure to the PD sink efficiency of the LATGB. The limit ω 0 → ∞ corresponds to a perfect sink, i.e. c| Γ = c e . More importantly ω 0 carries microstructural information about the LATGB, such as the Burgers vector of its constituting dislocations and the misorientation angle, etc. Eq. (4) reads that the sink efficiency ω 0 decreases with the misorientation angle θ, which agrees with experimental observation [7] .
Although Eq. (3) is derived in the context of twin boundaries, its mathematical structure of jump Robin BC is still applicable for describing PD's interaction with more complicated three-dimensional (3D) GBD microstructures [12, [27] [28] [29] , because it reveals the key underlying physics: interfaces are partial PD sinks whose strength is determined by their microstructures; the local PD absorption rate which is measured by the PD flux difference across interfaces should increase with the excess PD concentration in GB vicinity. For situations where 3D interfaces are involved, the corresponding PD sink efficiency coefficient ω 0 needs to be modified with respect to GB microstructures, e.g., through summarising the underlying atomistic simulation results.
Based on the proposed jump Robin BC (3), we now investigate the role of grain size in determining the PD sink strength of polycrystalline aggregates. To this end, we consider a polycrystalline specimen consisting of laminar grains of thickness l as shown in Fig. 2 . The steady state   FIG. 2. A polycrystalline specimen consisting of laminar grains of width l is considered. Under this set-up, the PD concentration fraction takes a piecewisely linear profile at steady states.
of the system is considered for theoretical convenience, i.e., c = c(x). Moreover, we suppose PDs are generated from the left side of the specimen. Thus Eq. (1) becomes
, c is found to be piecewisely linear in space as shown in Fig. 2 . If we use c i to denote the PD concentration fraction measured at the i-th GB, then c i should satisfy a recursive relation (given by Eq. (2.2) in the supplemental material [25] ). The recursive equation is further shown [25] controlled by a non-dimensional number ω 0 l with ω 0 the average sink efficiency of all GBs in the polycrystal. Practically, ω 0 l takes large values [25] . Hence we derive [25] :
where c a measures the average PD concentration fraction within the polycrystal; c 0 measures the PD concentration fraction surrounding irradiation sites, which is further related to irradiation dose; L quantifies the dimension of the polycrystal; k is an adjusting parameter as the simplified laminar-layered model is applied for 3D configurations. Here we let the equilibrium concentration c e = 0. A comparison with experimental data [30] in Fig. 3 shows that among numerous mutually-convoluted physical processes taking place on fine scales, Eq. (5) well captures the trend in PD sink strength against grain size. Note that the defect density in Ref. [30] is reported in (defect) cluster/nm 2 . Both c a and c 0 in Eq. (5) should be adjusted in unit of nm −2 , and curve fitting is needed when compared with experiments. However, Eq. (5) still sees its physical significance due to the following reasons. First, parameters appearing in Eq. (5) (c 0 , ω 0 and L/k) have their physical meanings, and their fitted values all fall in their corresponding physical ranges (See Fig. 3) . Moreover, Eq. (5) appropriately rationalises several issues addressed in Ref. [30] , such as the slope changes in   FIG. 3 . Comparison with experimental data [30] . The defect density in Ref. [30] is measured in cluster/nm 2 . (a) ZrO2 (4MeV, 1×10
16 Kr/nm 2 ), parameter values: c0 = 5.06nm
16 Kr/nm 2 ), c0 = 198.5nm
c a against l and the existence of a possible saturation value in c a as grain size becomes large.
Eq. (5) enjoys a concise form, and it provides an effective means for analysing the PD sink strength of polycrystals. For instance, a practically meaningful question is what value the minimum dimension a radiationresistent material should take in order to achieve a certain degree of PD shielding capability, which can be quantified by α = ln(c 0 /c a ). By rearranging Eq. (5), the minimum dimension is found to satisfy
which helps address the engineering significance of the present study. Accumulated evidence has also indicated that radiation may result in morphological changes to material microstructures [3] . With Eq. (3), the study in this area may also become feasible. To this end, we consider, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , a cylindrical grain with its LATGB formed by two GBD species: b 1 = (b, 0) and b 2 = (0, b). Note that the GBD configuration is also represented at a coarse-grained level, i.e., the GBDs are described by their density distribution. This is accomplished by assigning to the i-th GBD set a dislocation density potential function (DDPF) η i (x, y, t), such that the i-th GBD density (number per unit length in this case) is given by ρ i = ∂η i ∂s with s the GB arclength. Note that ρ i takes negative values when the actual Burgers vector of the GBDs is opposite to the original set-up. Hence the evolution of GBD ensembles is formulated by [31] 
where v i is the velocity field associated with the i-th GBD set. Here we consider the case where the diffusional climb of GBDs is predominant [17] by an LATGB section should equal the overall lattice spacings climbed by all GBDs on that section, the GBD climb speed is thus related to the PD absorption rate by
whose derivation is detailed in the supplemental material [25] . Finally, since the GBD motion should be consistent with the LATGB's along the GB normal, we require that the GBD velocity components along the GB normal be identical, i.e. v n = v i · n stays the same for all i = 1, · · · , M . Thus the instantaneous LATGB migration speed satisfies
where κ is the signed GB curvature; γ is a GB energy parameter. The second term of Eq. (9) is due to the GB capillary effect [32] . Therefore, a coarse-grained equation system governing the underlying PD-LATGB evolution is derived, and a simulation example is presented in Fig. 4 . Here the LATGB is represented in a polar coordinate system by R(ϕ, t) as shown in Fig. 4(a) [33] . For simplicity we let p in Eq. (2) vanish. The simulation starts with a grain of cross-sectional radius 200nm, at whose centre a PD source S = 2 × 10 −3 Dδ(x)δ(y) is located. At t = 0, the misorientation angle θ = 2.5
• . Note that the initial GBD density is fully determined by b 1 , b 2 , θ and the GB geometry, and in Fig. 4(a) 2 /s. The GB profile at t = 1.3s is shown by the white curve in Fig. 4(b) , and the corresponding PD concentration fraction is shown by the colour map. It is observed that the LATGB sections initially lying in the second and fourth quadrants move towards each other, while the other parts migrate apart. Such asymmetry in GB motion results from the fact that GBDs of different characters climb along different directions. The climbing directions of GBDs at selected points are marked in Fig. 4(a) . Noted that this asymmetric movement of GB can not be captured by the widely used curvature driven law for GB motion. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , compared to the purely curvature driven GB motion, the presence of a PD source inside a grain further accelerates its shrinking process. This is because the PD-LATGB interactions become stronger for the GB sections that move towards the source, as the PD concentration fraction is higher there. In Fig. 4(d) the profiles of the densities of different GBD species are plotted against ϕ, the angular variable in the polar coordinate system. It shows that as irradiation proceeds, the GB sections wherein the density of one GBD species vanish tends to extend (as marked A-D correspondingly in both Fig 4(b) and (d) ). This means that radiation is prone to dissociating different GBD species, and twin boundary regions emerge as a result.
The simulation example demonstrates that the derived formulation can be adopted to study the long-time radiation-induced behaviour of GBs, while the underlying microstructure evolution is effectively taken into account. Since the continuum representation of GBD networks with DDPFs also work for 3D configurations [31] , more 3D microscale mechanisms, such as PD pipe diffusion [35] , should be incorporated into the proposed framework with limited modification.
In summary, interfaces are modelled as partial PD sinks by a jump Robin BC (3), which effectively relates interface PD sink efficiency to its microstructures. Then the role of grain size in determining the sink strength of polycrystalline aggregates is examined with a concise formula (Eq. (5)). Moreover, a coarse-grained framework incorporating PD-GB evolution is also proposed, so as to underpin the study of the radiation-induced morphological evolution of GBs on a time scale that is more closer to natural time scales. From a methodological perspective, the presented upscaling techniques may become a paradigm for exploring the continuum formalism involving interactions between various types of defects for ex-
